
UX Sitemap Audit for Nelcwit
Thank you Andre for your order on fiverr.com! Here are my comments:

PART 1: MENU

First comment, the order should always be: Home / Services / Highlighted Services / About /
Contact / and ideally one last CTA button with a colorful background for the main CTA that
should be “Donate”

Ideally, the menu should be in your case Home / Services / Events / Newsletter / About /
Contact / Donate as you will see on the visual sitemap.

Attached in the delivery on Fiverr, you will find PDF and PNG files of the following sitemap:

It means also removing the “QUICK EXIT” button, this is the main highlighted spotlight and
you are currently using it to invite people to leave the website. It should be all the other way



round, instead you should have a “DONATE” link and ideally a colorful button with hover
effect. These are two websites I have done in the past, you can have a look of what I mean:
www.liveroadanalytics.com
www.wx4ml.com
This is my own website (French only at the moment) and I use the same principles here:
www.alexis-webdesigner.com

PART 2: SUBPAGES

By reviewing your current architecture, I have highlighted the following recommendations:
● I would highlight “Events” directly inside the menu as this is a very good way to

encourage interaction
● I would also highlight the “Newsletter” page, the newsletter should be oriented about

events and a blog with articles could be a nice way to communicate through the
website and the newsletter

● Regarding the about page, I would create a page with identified sections and merge
the current page with “anti-racism work” and “NELCWIT’s history” pages

● You could also merge “Staff” and “Board of directors” if you think that “board of
directors” is less relevant than “Staff”, ideally I would recommend rename the page
into “Team” and merge staff + Board of directors pages.

● I would create a sub-category in “About” that would be called “More Resources” there
I would create 3 sub-categories: Annual Reports / Videos / Links and resources. You
might be surprised to find videos here, the point is that the videos should be
integrated inside all your pages. Ideally inside the header as video headers , but you
can also implement video galleries and sections with different videos inside your
pages which would be more recommended. Having then the “video” page would go
more into “resources” as the videos should be backing up your pages and content
directly all over the website

● I would then rename the current “More Resources” page into “Resources and Links”
to differentiate it from its parent sub-category that should now be “More Resources”.
For this sub-category, no need to create a dedicated page, but if you want, you can
create 3 sections inside this page that would be mini summing ups of “Annual
Reports” / “Videos” and “Links and resources” and have a proper
title/description/CTA button/background for each section. You can use this
technique all over the website. For instance, for the “service page”, you could display
the 4 sub pages with 4 sections like this :

http://www.liveroadanalytics.com
http://www.wx4ml.com
http://www.alexis-webdesigner.com


Each section should have a title/description and CTA button that points to a dedicated page.
As you see, the current “more resources” will be moved to About > More Resources > (Here)
renamed “Resources and Links”, hope that’s clear for you.

● About the contact page, I would avoid sub-pages and would merge “24/7 Crisis” +
“Request a training” + “Leave a feedback” into a one-page design with 3 sections

● As you will see, I have integrated sections “subscribe to newsletter” with a simple
form “Name / Email” at the end of quite a few pages, a good way to keep engage with
your audience by communicating by email, so it should be quite highlighted all over
the website

● Last comment about the sections you can see inside the homepage, I would try to
highlight the different pages of the website and would link each section with a CTA
button to its proper page

To sum up, I think that videos should be included all over the website, especially inside
headers, you can still have a video page in the resources sub-category that should go in
“About”. Events and Newsletter should be highlighted on the menu with direct access and all
over the website with dedicated sections pointing out to these pages. I would then not
recommend to have one page combining everything, I would spare these 4 elements by
considering a different approach.

Please note that you have 2 revisions included here, so you can always ask for modifications
if you need too.

If you have any questions, I would be glad to answer you, even after the delivery.

All the best
Alexis


